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There was some excuse for officialdom for any effort was bound
to have been shattered against the crass obstinacy of the clique
in control on the extreme Left. Unlike its rank and file whose
taste for ideological doping had been rudely cured by what was
happening in the streets, it was in a state half of physical appre-
hension., half of excited satisfaction. Staunchly obedient to the
treacherous instructions from Moscow, it saw the historic hour
relentlessly approaching, the hour which its mentors assured them
the prophet Marx had foreseen, the hour when capitalism driven
to fight would be forced to a last stand behind privilege and
would be hewn in pieces by the victorious assault of the working
class. It entirely ignored what the prophet actually had said; it
trusted the commentators who concealed the fact that the prophet
had presupposed amid an infinity of conditions most of which
were not present, a united and numerically superior working class.
They wanted the Fascist dictatorship to be established; if it was
not established, then something was radically wrong with the
production of the drama of revolution. The fighting in front of
it was just an opening skirmish; if in it the Socialists went down
that was not a disaster; it was the ipso facto realization of working-
class unity by the elimination of one-half of it. Then and only
then when Fascism was entrenched in the state, the mass terror
would begin, the oppressed rise in irresistible wrath5 and amid
scenes of appalling bloodshed the dictatorship of the proletariat
would be established.
It is impossible to read the Communist literature and letters
of the period without a shudder at the depths to which the refusal
to use their intelligence independently can conduct intelligent
men. While the liberties of the German working class were being
destroyed one by one, when the destruction of the position of
that working class was being planned and the complete sup-
pression of the Communist party being most efficiently prepared,
the leaders were still declaring that the real danger was a Fascist
attack on the Soviet Union and calling upon the German worker
to fight in its defence. Obscurantism had been fostered by years
of careful nurture until it had reached a point where not a single
Communist leader was capable of realizing that it had become

